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Kiera Saunders is a mixed media artist working in video and performance. Her practice spans
across set building, mask making, styling, directing, 3D graphics. Her interests lie within fakery
film making and crossing the boundaries between low-tech and high-tech methods and
materials. Her craft engages with sustainability; by up-cycling rubbish and discarded objects she
transforms them into hybrids or imaginative sets then converts them into a digital realm.

She researches female contemporary performance artists such as Rachel Maclean, Monster
Chetwynd, Shana Moulton, Tai Shani and Joan Jones. These artists have influenced her practice
by exposing cyborg and grotesque feminist theories. Her films become multifaceted as she
researches further into human impact on the environment and represents this using classical
painting references.

She allows her work and concepts to transform, engaging with her surroundings. This means
her practice can change, for example, during the COVID-19 lockdown Saunders adapted her
practice from creating digital works to making masked costumes in a humorous take on the
masked face being the symbol of the pandemic. Finding joy in difficult circumstances.

It’s important for her to engage with the community and have a diverse audience of all ages.
She does this by frequently engaging in collaborative projects. Working with musicians and
other artists allows her artwork to become an open space for her ideas to progress and
transform.



In-between Fire

In-between fire, film still



Paradiesgartlein (Little Garden of Paradise ) 1410–20, Upper 
Rhenish Master

Sandro Botticelli - The Drawings for Divine comedy. 

In-between Fire is an experimental film that incorporates
miniature set building, green screening, costume, editing and
collaborating.

A film about a wealthy and beautiful garden that takes a turn
into a dystopian nightmare. With references to historical works
such as the Upper Rhenish Master’s
painting Paradiesgartlein and depictions of Dante Divine
Comedy. Using oppositional aspects of these paintings to form
characters and narratives.

The miniature set is made out of recycling material; bubble
wrap, cardboard, plastic wallets, tree bark, plasticine and white
foam boards.

Costumes and 3D graphics are digitally placed into the
miniature set, sound artist Cuzino creates music that
completes the digital realm.



Character 
building 

In-between fire, film still



Untilled, digital collage, Paradiesgartlein, (2019)

Untilled, digital collage, Paradiesgartlein, (2019)Cooking 2, Costume design drawing, A5 



SET



Miniature set, drawing and collage,  material; bubble wrap, aluminium wire, cardboard, plastic wallets, tree bark, plasticine white foam boards, 
acrylic paint and spray paint.  W 90cm  x L 50cm, (2019) 



LED Panel Light, close up to get a 
shot for a scene 

Miniature set, LED Panel Light, transparent paper, close up image 



In-between fire, film still



In-between fire, film still



In-between fire performance 



3D 
Graphic, 
Textures 

and 
Models



https://youtu.be/6vivzHhb7g4Demon Face Plant Animation

Comments on the poem by Dante Alighieri, Divine Comedy and Botticelli illustrations. The four demon face plants that protect 
the gates of level gluttony, in hell. Imprisoning greedy woodchoppers that burnt down heavens forest, producing fire red 
skies in the gate's atmosphere. Three large floating heads move up and down looking for trespassers, they scream slightly 
with hunger. One tiny demon plant rests at the bottom, protecting the lower area of the gates.



Vomit, Demon plant (face), Giant Flying Fruit 3D Modeling, (2019/2020) 



Demon Plant, animation, Blender software, texture tap 

Demon  Face Plant, 3D printed model, in painting construction, 20cm H  x10cm L 

Quick compositional test: model and printed 
image of Demon Plant  



Collage

Costume



Ratatouille collage, A4 The Circus Unicorn, collage, A5 



Vomiton
Art  co l l e c t i v e



The Vomiton Collective

The Vomiton collective co-founded by Miriam Craddock and Kiera Saunders during the 2020 Covid-
19 lockdown from a necessity to keep making art without accessibility to the materials and 

facilities of the outside world and possibly to stay sane whilst social distancing. The idea was to use 
anything and everything (mostly rubbish) going back to our arts and crafts roots to produce alien, 
animal, plant, spirit creatures, basically anything we deemed to be VOMITOMINOUS. We named 
our characters after food as the collective panic surrounding supermarkets and food availability 

made us start to think more about the unnatural way in which we consume food in modern 
society, encased in so much plastic packaging. The masked face has become the symbol of the 

pandemic and Vomiton pushes this image to surreal lengths. Humour is the driving force behind 
the collective as it's becoming increasingly important to laugh during these times of isolation.

‘Art made from rubbish isn’t rubbish art.’



Potato dauphinoise Mask by Miriam 
Craddock, 
Photography by Gemma Smith, 
Styled by Kiera Saunders / Miriam 

Craddock  

Drawing by Miriam Craddock 



Ratatouille Mask Kiera Saunders, 
Photography Gemma Smith, 
Styled Kiera Saunders / Miriam Craddock  

Collage by Kiera Saunders



Ratatouille and Potato dauphinoise



set & style Miriam Craddock/Kiera Saunders, photography Gemma
Smith / Miriam Craddock.

Mask Kiera Saunders: plastics pots, cardboard, pastry bags, acrylic paint
and plasticine.

Haggis Mantis a savoury pudding, although not immediately appealing, 
haggis has an excellent nutty personality and delicious savoury flavour.

HAGGIS MANTIS 



KETCHUP

Ketchup is an American market leader, he has a motorbike
and a helicopter he rules the sky’s and the roads.

set & style Miriam Craddock/ Kiera Saunders, Photography
Kiera Saunders.

Mask Miriam Craddock: cardboard, yoghurt pot lids, ketchup
bottle and wall paint.



Mary Pea-kins styled Kiera Saunders, face paint & photography Miriam Craddock,

Hat Kiera Saunders: cardboard, bubble wrap, a boater hat, yarn, acrylic paint, googly eyes, fake leafs, mod rock, face paint and
cut up morph suit for gloves

MARY PEA-KINS



Bean Burger is an actavist who wears HP sauce for hair in 
protest of her ancestors being turned into sausages. She’s 
strong, she’s high on the grill, she’s every Vomiton 
creatures' sandwich.

styled Kiera Saunders, photography Miriam Craddock,
set Miriam Craddock/Kiera Saunders

Mask Kiera Saunders: HP bottle, sun-dried tomato lids,
plastic bags, paper scraps, cardboard, modroc, acrylic
paint, 1 hoop earring and 2 Googly eyes

BEAN BURGER



AQUAFABA

Aquafaba's a chickpea with a flare for the dramatics. 
She’s third cousin to the queens Pembroke Welsh Corgis 
and drinks exclusively diamond martinis. 

set & style Miriam Craddock/Kiera Saunders,
Photography Gemma Smith.

Mask Miriam Craddock: cardboard, modroc, plastic
grapes packaging, yarn and acrylic paint


